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Teen Wealth
Monday at 5 PM Pacific

Tune in

June 7th 2021: Lukas Knab talks being an
entrepreneur as a circus performer!

Today we are talking with the fabulous Lukas
Knab. Lukas owns a circus entertainment
company, where he books himself and his circus
friends to perform at events, teaches yoga and
fitness, and he also does massage therapy,
among other things. Over the years he has
worked doing all kinds of crazy events, he has
done his arts in film and TV, and has traveled
around the world getting paid to do what he
loves! Lukas lives to inspire creativity in others
and to encourage kind-hearted people, who
struggle with confidence, to follow their passions
and break out of their shells. Maybe he has some
tip
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Featured Guest
Lukas Knab
Lukas Knab is a self employed artist and entrepreneur. He spent many
years doing odd jobs that didn't give him the feeling of worth and passion
he desired. Always feeling like he was just trading his life away for
something he really wasn't interested in. One thing he did know, is that
he loved to move, learn, and to practice. Through that practice, inspired
partly by the need to escape whatever work reality he was doing, he was
able to hone his arts. As he practiced, more and more opportunities that
paid him for his passions started to arise. Though he never intended for
these arts and passions to be his career, his love for his art forms was
noticed by others, and opportunities to be
Read more
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